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MINI-PEDIGREE ANALYSIS FOR RVVR DREAMCATCHER 

 

OVERVIEW 
This stallion has a pedigree second to none! It’s not only a “Meet and Greet” of some of the most 

influential horses in the racing industry but RVVR DreamCatcher’s genetic potential is backed by 

generations of patterned horses, what means that these horses are not only line-bred but they are 

bred in a way that genetics were ideally tested. The horses throughout his pedigree stood the test 

of time as successful performers and producers! 

 

SIRE LINE: 

Mr Jess Tex (Million Dollar Sire standing in Ontario, Canada) is sired by the late and great Mr Jess 

Perry! Mr Jess Tex shows a top-bottom pattern to Top Deck by Equestrian (TB). This pattern is 

reinforced through the top-bottom pattern to Top Deck found in Jetta O Toole! Go Effortlessly is 

patterned to Spotted Bull (TB) by Bull Dog (TB). 
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Mr Jess Tex is gender-balanced line-bred to Raise Your Glass a stallion that is patterned to the 

outstanding Thoroughbred mare Selene through a top-bottom pattern that is reinforced through the 

top-bottom pattern of Champagne Woman!  

The outstanding feature of Mr Jess Tex though is found in the line-breeding to Vandy, a stallion that 

is bred on the background genetics of Three Bars x Leo and hence crosses well with other sources of 

these two stallions! 

 

DAM LINE: 

His dam, Brimm And Proper (SI 91 – LTE $18’940), has a top-bottom pattern to the influential stallion 

Dash For Cash! Heavenly Note is line-bred to the kin-breds St Bar and Go Effortlessly. Even though 

this cross is not within a pattern, it exploits the strength of breeding to closely related stock. Go 

Effortlessly is furthermore bred on an inside-out pattern to Spotted Bull by Bull Dog. Brimmerton is 

line-bred to Johnstown with two different sources of Top Deck by Equestrian (TB). 

The dam side is extremely nicely patterned and there is plenty of genetic potential found for 

promising matings! 

 

SUMMARY: 

RVVR DreamCatcher has excellent line-breeding to Bella St Mary (St Bar and Double Devil) and Raise 

Your Glass and is furthermore patterned to these two stallions in a top-bottom pattern. He is also 

line-bred to Special Effort through the excellent mares Miss O Toole (Dam of 2000 All American 

Futurity Winner Eyesa Special – SI 107 - LTE $1’394’911) and Heavenly Note (SI 118 – 3rd Rainbow 

Futurity G1). 

He has several crosses through different sources to Top Deck by Equestrian (TB) by Equipoise (TB) 

that is found in the Thoroughbreds Exclusive Native and Tom Fool (sire of Buckpasser). Futhermore 

he goes back to Johnstown, Bull Dog and Teddy as well as the blue hen TB mares Quickly and Plucky 

Liege – and shares this genetic background with Mr Prospector (TB). Last but not least Dash For Cash 
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goes back to Imperatrice in his direct dam line. Imperatrice is the dam of Something Royal 

(Secretariat).   

RVVR DreamCatcher makes a very interesting breeding option not only for Appendix mares with a 

genetic background to Something Royal and Mr Prospector but an equally potent mate for mares 

bred on the Leo x Three Bars cross as he adds line-breeding to Vandy through his sire. 

 

Please note: This is an example for a Mini-Analysis for Quarter Horses. This report includes breeding 

recommendations while the “minis” generally do not include any breeding statements. This report 

shows though the power of a full stallion report. RVVR DreamCatcher is one of our own stallions. 

 

 

 


